Previous LEGO® and LEGO® Serious Play®
Workshop Designs, Interventions, & Facilitations
Developed by Frankie J. Weinberg, Ph.D.*
Each facilitation session is unique – designed specifically to meet unique client goals.
Dr. Weinberg works directly with project and organizational leaders to develop a cohesive facilitated workshop
that gathers people together to deal with business-related opportunities or challenges. These gatherings are
suitable to tackle issues at the individual, team, or organizational level, or a combination of them.

My specializations include:
mentoring, team building, leadership, organizational learning, organizational structures
(including informal social structures), and organizational communication**
Below is a sampling of select LEGO®-based facilitations that I have developed.

Select LEGO® Serious Play® (LSP) complete workshops that I have previously designed include:
Intrapreneurship at the top – encouraging entrepreneurial ideas and direction leveraging existing
organizational resources across divisions (3 to 5 hours)

-

-

-

Improving workplace mentoring and developing an mentoring & learning culture (all-day workshop)
* this workshop is designed specifically to leverage and build LEAN project outcomes

-

Improving diversity relations in STEM – identifying and building mentoring relationships (3 hours)
Toward a sense of aspirational team leadership – landscaping and uniting team member strengths, values,
and aspirational goals (1 ½ to 3 hours)
-

Unpacking business strategy cases – an LSP session to accompany HBR case analysis (3 hours)

Other LEGO® workshops that I have previously developed include:
-

A team building activity and full debrief (1 to 3 hours)

A conflict management session and full debrief (1 ½ to 3 hours)

Contact Information for Facilitator:
Frankie J. Weinberg, Ph.D.
LEGO® Serious Play® Certified Facilitator

Associate Professor of Management &
Chase Minority Entrepreneurship Distinguished
Professor
Loyola University New Orleans
Department of Management

6363 St. Charles Avenue
Campus Box 15
New Orleans, Louisiana 70118
Phone: (716) 359-0026
Email: frankie@frankieweinberg.com

* This document is designed to accompany the separate one page sheet that describes the LEGO® Serious Play®
process. If you would like to request a copy of that page, please contact Dr. Weinberg.
** Please see my bio page or C.V. for more detail regarding my areas of expertise: www.frankieweinberg.com

